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Abstract

In a recent Letter to the Editor by Wang [J. Rheol. 63, 105–107 (2018)], the entropic fracture hypothesis for cohesive fracture of polymer
solutions and melts proposed by Wagner et al. [J. Rheol. 62, 221–233 (2018)] is questioned. We respond to several statements made by
Wang. © 2019 The Society of Rheology. https://doi.org/10.1122/1.5087431

In his Letter to the Editor, Wang [1] advanced several
arguments against the entropic fracture hypothesis of Wagner
et al. [2], which we discuss in the following.

Wang [1] expressed his concern that the filament stretching
rheometer (FSR) does not prescribe a homogeneous exten-
sional strain field and that the data from FSR should not be
compared with theoretical calculations that are based on the
assumption of homogeneous extension. However, the FSR
concept as developed by Hassager and co-workers does not
rely on homogeneous deformation throughout the sample.
Rather, during elongation, the location of the minimum diame-
ter in the circular sample is predictably placed in the middle of
the extending filament, thereby creating the symmetry plane,
where the laser sheet is located [3]. In this midsection plane,
the filament diameter and thereby the strain is measured at
controlled values of the local Hencky strain rate. As the force
at every vertical position along the filament is the same, the
elongational stress in the symmetry plane, where the filament
diameter is measured and controlled, can be determined from
the force measurement. The material outside of the symmetry
plane merely acts as a soft grip on the material under investi-
gation in much the same way as the ends of a dogbone sample
in tensile testing of solids [4].

As discussed in our paper [2], using a commercially avail-
able filament stretching rheometer (VADER 1000, Rheo
Filament ApS), substantial progress in detailed experimental
analysis of the fracture process of polymeric liquids has
recently been made by Huang et al. [5] and Huang and
Hassager [6] on well characterized monodisperse polysty-
renes dispersed in oligomeric styrene. By measuring and con-
trolling the local diameter at the midsection of the filament
during elongation, the true Hencky strain and the strain rate
of the polymeric material located at the midsection of the

filament are known, while from the global deformation of the
sample such as in rheometers of the Vinogradov, Münstedt,
RME, EVF, or SER type, only nominal values of strain and
strain rate can be obtained. Huang and Hassager showed [6]
that when true Hencky strain rates are utilized rather than
nominal Hencky rates, the four zones in the Malkin–Petrie
plot are reduced to just two states: liquid and solid, and a
clear distinction exists between liquid (infinite steady-state
elongation) behavior and solid (fracture) behavior, which
constitutes a major breakthrough in the unambiguous experi-
mental identification of cohesive failure of polymeric liquids.
This is in contrast to the measurements done by using SER
presented in Fig. 1 of the Letter [1], where without high-
speed optical control, it is very difficult to distinguish
between ductile failure (necking) and cohesive fracture. Our
entropic fracture hypothesis [2] is based on the cohesive frac-
ture data of Huang et al. [5] and Huang and Hassager [6].

Wang [1] expressed his concern that to make the “entropic
fracture” idea agree with the experimental data, idealized
modeling was carried out in [2] by calculation of the molecu-
lar stretching function f in the absence of any explicit consid-
eration of chain entanglement and disentanglement. He
suspects that affine deformation may have been involved in
the model calculation, and he sees a “severe internal incon-
sistency” in the fact that a critical molecular stretch of fc = 5
or 6 is reported, while the experimental data in Figs. 1, 2,
and 8 of [2] show Hencky strains at rupture of either around
or beyond a Hencky strain ε = 2.5, i.e., a macroscopic stretch
ratio λ > 12, which is substantially larger than fc. In response,
we recall that following Pearson et al. [7], average affine
deformation of the chains is assumed in [2], and the evolu-
tion equation for the molecular stretch f in the elastic limit
(i.e., without stretch relaxation or constraint release effects) is
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expressed as

@f

@t
¼ f (K:S), (1)

with K being the velocity gradient tensor and S being the
second order orientation tensor. The analytical solution of
Eq. (1) is given in [2] in terms of Hencky strain ε and is pre-
sented here in terms of macroscopic stretch ratio λ,

f ¼ exp
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

λ3 � 1
p tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λ3 � 1

p� �
þ ln (λ)� 1

� �
, (2)

which reduces for λ � 1 to

f ffi e�1λ ffi 0:37λ: (3)

In agreement with experimental evidence, a critical molecular
stretch of fc = 6 corresponds to λ = 16 or Hencky strain ε = 2.8.
We further note that in the elastic limit, the true stress σc at
rupture increases with deformation as

σc ¼ 5G0
Nw

2f 2c , (4)

with G0
N being the plateau modulus of the melt and w being

the polymer volume fraction, again in agreement with experi-
mental evidence (see, e.g., Figs. 5 and 7 in [2]). We also
note that in the case of cross-linked rubbers, it is well known
that stress does not increase according to the neo-Hookean
model, and therefore, it is not surprising that the engineering
stress of SBR1M, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1 of the
Letter [1], does not follow the affine deformation hypothesis.

Wang [1] expressed his concern that the entropy scaling
argument leading to the expression for the entropic free
energy of an entanglement segment ws is itself questionable
as it would suggest the chain scission event to be temperature
independent: τ ¼ τ0 exp (� ws=kBT) ¼ τ0 exp (� 3f 2), and
that such temperature independence contradicts the infrared
spectroscopic study [8] that the bond scission is temperature
sensitive. We note that τ is indeed temperature dependent due
to the prefactor τ0 ¼ (1=ωth) exp (U=kBT), which depends
on the temperature dependent thermal fluctuation frequency
ωth ¼ 1010 � 1012 s�1 as well as on the temperature depen-
dent exponential factor exp (U=kT) (with U being the bond
energy of a carbon–carbon bond).

Wang [1] insists that although he does not have a theory to
show how entanglements lock up during fast melt extension, it
seems reasonable that the entanglement strands are under high
tension in a fully stretched state at break. Unfortunately, he
cannot be quantitative currently because there is no reliable
quantitative theoretical description of what chain entanglement
is and how it responds to fast continuous deformation. In [2],
we have made an estimation of the critical stress σc needed to
rupture the chains according to the enthalpic fracture hypothe-
sis, i.e., assuming fully stretched and oriented chain segments,

σc ffi νFcbλm ffi G0
Nw

2

kT
Fcbλm: (5)

With the bond length b = 1.48 nm for PS and the rupture force
Fc ¼ 4� 10�9N of a C–C bond, and with a maximum molec-
ular stretch of λm ffi 8:7 and λm ffi 12:1 for PS-864/4k-33 and
PS-864/4k-17, respectively, this results in σc ¼ 2:7� 108 Pa
for PS-864/4k-33, and σc ¼ 9:9� 107 Pa for PS-864/4k-17,
which is more than an order of magnitude larger than the
stress at rupture observed experimentally (see Fig. 1).

From Fig. 1, it is obvious that the enthalpic fracture
hypothesis cannot explain stress and strain of rupture for
the monodisperse PS solutions investigated and that alter-
nate explanations such as the entropic fracture hypothesis
are needed. However, we agree with Wang [1] that cohesive
fracture of polymer solutions and melts is caused by chain
scission. As concluded in [2], we expect a crossover from
the fracture criterion of well-cured rubbers to the fracture
of polymer melts and solutions: For rubbers with NxK �
NeM , where NxK is the number of Kuhn steps between two
cross-links and NeM is the number of Kuhn steps in an
entanglement segment of the corresponding melt, the

maximal molecular stretch is λm ffi N1=2
xK , which is usually

less than 6, and fracture does not occur by thermal fluctua-
tions but when the tension in the chain exceeds the rupture
force of C–C bonds (enthalpic fracture). On the other
hand, for polymer gels, melts, and solutions with maximal
molecular stretch λm ffi (NeMw

�1)1=2 � 6, the stretch at
rupture is limited by thermal fluctuations (entropic fracture)

to fc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U=3kT

p ffi 6, which represents an upper limit for
the critical stretch at rupture for both entangled polymer
liquids and elastomers. We found that entropic fracture of
polymer liquids with maximal stretch λm , 9 is influenced
by finite extensibility effects [2], as the C–C bonds are
stretched and therefore the energy required for chain
scission is reduced, and these polymer liquids fracture at a
critical molecular stretch fc , 6.

FIG 1. Experimental data (symbols) of true stress σ as a function of Hencky
strain ε for solutions PS-864k/4k-33 and PS-864k/4k-17 [2]. Predictions
(lines) according to the enthalpic fracture hypothesis with rupture stress σc

given by Eq. (5).
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